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Born from the ability to observe and look to the future, MAEKO was born in 1998 from Mauro Vismara’s need to look beyond the times and in full expansion of new handmade fibers
to return to a naturalness that at the time was already being
forgotten.
The well-being of individuals is an integral part of Mauro
Vismara’s holistic vision, who stops working on people’s
bodies in order to provide them with the best possible textile
substrates for their comfort and health. This professional
transformation, even though it seems distant, is supported by
the same philosophy and ethics, of safeguarding the environment and its territory, and the deep desire to preserve people
and their millenary culture.
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MAEKO promotes bio-based yarns for the textile and fashion
sectors, but also interiors and architecture, where it shows the
various dimensions of manufacturers and carries out experiments that highlight their main assets. MAEKO presents itself
today as a vertical industry capable of executing and, above
all, controlling and certifying the entire production cycle.
The following logic of sustained ethics is integrated with the
environment, starting from the choice of fibers to spinning,
dyeing and weaving. The company is at the technological and
social forefront, presenting products of high technical quality
and social responsibility.
Q: How was the MAEKO idea born and for what needs?
A: Our business was born in 1998 when I understood the
characteristics and possibilities given by hemp, dedicating
myself to its cultivation with the aim of extracting fibers to
create yarns and fabrics. When we started we were pioneers
and visionaries and we had already noticed an interest in the
fashion sector, which needed to grow in a more sustainable
way, to raise awareness.
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Q: How is MAEKO organized?
A: In small steps, MAEKO has transformed itself into a verticalized company with the entire textile production line.
We made investments in agriculture to be able to control the
quality of the fibers and cultivation. That’s what we needed
on our territory, with a spinning, weaving and dyeing process,
for hemp, nettle and other fibers.
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At the moment we are dedicating ourselves both to the intermediate phase, from the field to the transformation into fiber,
and to the continuous research to use all the waste to work in
a circular economy. Our search for raw materials is directed
and prefers to use fibers that are closer and closer to us to
decrease the production of CO2.
In 2019 we acquired the historic worsted spinning company
Filarte which has become an integral part of MAEKO, incorporating the entire Filarte team and all its know-how.
Q: Taking into account the current challenges imposed by
the emergence of Covid-19, how does MAEKO think it can
help companies in their responses and what are the new
chances for fashion?
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A: The pandemic emergency did not create major problems,
on the contrary we have noticed a greater awareness of respect for the environment.
MAEKO’s business develops on the experience gained over
the years, giving each customer the opportunity to create
their own product. We create an exclusive relationship with
the clients, being able to let them choose about: the composition, the weave of the fabric and the desired color.
The constant goal is to enhance the natural characteristics
of the fibers, ennobling them through the use of alternative
finishing treatments, to increase the tactile characteristics
without distorting their naturalness.
Q: What does the transparency of companies mean today as
a key-factor for the final user’s consciousness?
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A: Without a doubt, the certifications we follow are an important step for the transparency and awareness of our customers. They may buy a product that complies with all the
sustainability rules, knowing that environmental protection is
strongly certified. MAEKO in collaboration with Colorsystem,
has developed a special space dedicated to the Dyeing phases;
a space that is useful and mandatory for us to spread widely
the use of GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) certified
dyes. This activity aims to maintain strict control of the entire
production chain and to observe the directives dictated by the
REACH Regulation (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization
and Restriction of Chemicals is a European Union).
Q: Territorial production and its sustainability are among
the greatest challenges for companies at the moment. Companies produce in national territories, use non-renewable
local resources such as energy, water and raw material
to export the product exclusively abroad; leaving locally
waste and polluted common resources, with externalities to
the community. What is the current role of companies in the
social, cultural and identity valorization of their territorial
geography?
A: Today, through dynamic and constant growth, MAEKO
produces high quality natural fabrics with a controlled supply chain, participating in the development of a sustainable
economy that is friendly to nature and respectful of the environment and the individuals. MAEKO produces many of the
fibers it uses and in the most sustainable and organic possible
way. It works in a circular process, reusing production waste
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and leftovers and most of its agricultural production, constantly looking for ways to reduce the environmental impact
on the local territory and community.
The yarns of hemp, nettle, soy, crabyon, bamboo, linen, organic cotton, yak and certified wool, are, some of them, processed
by expert technicians in a historic weaving mill in the province
of Turin; the other ones are certified production chains by
GOTS. Italian craftsmanship is part of our culture, identity
and our manual skills and the way we live. MAEKO wants to
pass on ancient knowledge as a legacy and in custody to future
generations, without sacrificing innovation. Sustainable local
development is absolutely in our interest, even if, unfortunately,
we realize that some types of fibers are difficult, if not impossible, to cultivate or raise. MAEKO’’s business develops on the
experience gained over the years, giving each customer the opportunity to create their own product in a more sustainable way.
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Q: What will be the future in the vision of MAEKO?
A: Our goal is to create an even more dynamic and diversified structure which is the exact opposite of large industries,
where it is very difficult to make changes in production, if not
impossible. This dyeing department, for example, is aimed
at focusing attention on the services most requested by the
companies themselves, such as the Lab Dip, an indispensable
tool for studying samples, or dyes for more limited productions, starting from a few meters. The research for new forms
of conscious production that respect personal experience and
the materials offered by the territory, is MAEKO’s mission for
the construction of a better future.
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The transparency of production, the respect for the environment and people has always been what distinguishes us from
most international textile productions. We want to continue
to improve our work to safeguard the territory and our techniques and traditions, ensuring that, in the midst of increasingly pressing globalization, our identity is not lost and can
continue to guide future generations.
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